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Albert Einstein - Ingenieur Des Universums Einsteins Leben Und Werk Im Kontext
By RENN, Jurgen (Editor)

Germany / Wiley-Vch, 2005. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. No Jacket. The 'text' is in German. In
1905, Albert Einstein published five scientific articles that fundamentally changed the world-view of
physics: The Special Theory of Reativity revolutionized our concept of space and time, E=mc
became the best-known equation in physics. On the occasion of the 100th aniversary of Einstein's
"annus mirabilis" 1905, the UNESCO declared the year 2005 the "World Year of Physics", in order to
draw attention to the impact of physics. The Max Planck Institute for the History of Science
dedicates an exhibition to the easily most important scientist of the 20th century. The book
concludes with a depiction of the effects of Einstein's work on today's science and culture. A DVD
with animations and film sequences from the exhibition is enclosed. This is illustrated through out. A
1st edition hardback, in new condition. (254 pages).
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Reviews
It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
It is really an remarkable publication i actually have possibly study. It usually is not going to cost excessive. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way and
is particularly only right after i finished reading this publication through which basically transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr . B r ea na O 'K on
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